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Abstract
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) in optical communication networks is the 
technology that can satisfy the ever-increasing bandwidth demands of network users. It 
has been proved that WDM technology based on wavelength routing can bridge the 
bandwidth mismatch between users and fiber equipments. The problem in routing in a 
WDM network is to send the required traffic from the sources to their respective 
destinations by ensuring the most optimum usage of network resources. Routing 
problem in WDM is a multi-commodity network flow problem, which is typically 
solved using Linear Programming (LP) formulation using a LP solver such as the 
CPLEX. In a network o f moderate size, the number of variables and constraints in the 
corresponding LP is not unmanageably large and straightforward LP solver, such as the 
CPLEX, gives the optimal solution. But when we consider a large network, the size of 
the basis becomes so large that CPLEX cannot handle it.
This thesis has investigated the routing problem in WDM networks, and has used the 
arc-chain formulation for routing in WDM networks. A LP formulation has been 
developed to minimize the congestion of a WDM network using the arc-chain method 
and the generalized upper bound technique. Finally, the thesis has explored a number of 
approaches to expedite the solution process and has reported experiments to handle the 
routing problem in WDM networks.
Key words: WDM, multi-commodity, Linear Programming, congestion.
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Chapter One 
Introduction
Optical network employing Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) is currently the 
most promising technology for implementing the next generation network infrastructure 
to support a diverse set o f  existing, emerging and future applications [Mu97], 
Applications, such as the World Wide Web (WWW) and video conferencing, that 
involve transfer o f  a huge amount o f  data including images, demand increased network 
bandwidth for consumers. The estimates show that today’s Asynchronous Transfer 
mode Networks (ATM) do not have the capacity to fulfill the exponential growth in 
data flow or traffic required by users’ applications [Mu2000]. Wavelength routed 
WDM networks, allowing parallel and concurrent transmission to realize terabits 
networks, are expected to be the backbones in the future network technology [RS96],
In designing a WDM network, we have to take into consideration the physical topology 
and the traffic requirements o f  the WDM network. The traffic requirements define how 
much data has to be sent between end-nodes. The physical topology is defined by
>  the end-nodes, typically computers that generate data to be transmitted or 
computers where we wish to send data,
>  the optical routers that determine how the optical signals are sent towards their 
respective destinations, and
>  the fibers which provide the physical medium for optical communication.
1
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The first phase o f  the design is to define the lightpaths, which are end-to-end circuit- 
switched communication using optical technology [BM2000]. The logical topology o f  a 
WDM network is defined by the end-nodes and the lightpaths between them. The 
logical topology o f  a WDM network is often defined by a graph Gl = (Vu El) where Vl 
is the set o f  end-nodes o f  the network and EL is the set o f  edges o f  the graph. Here if  
there is a logical edge x it means that there is a lightpath from end-node x  to end- 
node y.
The second phase o f the design is to determine an optimal routing strategy considering 
the traffic requirements and the logical topology. One popular way to optimize a 
routing strategy is to minimize the congestion, the maximum traffic load on a logical 
link. If the traffic requirements indicate that traffic t(s, d) has to be communicated from 
a source end-node s to a destination end-node d , then the routing strategy determines 
how this traffic t(s, d) may be handled in an optimal manner. In general, there are many 
paths from .v to d. A typical path T* from s to d  is o f the form s = xo—>xj —> .. .  —>xp = d  
where there is a lightpath from s = xo to xj, a lightpath from x \ to  X2 , ..., a lightpath 
from Xp-i to xp. The routing strategy determines how much o f the traffic t(s, d) should be 
carried by this path iP, taking into account each o f  the paths from s to d. Since our 
objective is to minimize the congestion, the routing strategy has to consider, 
simultaneously, all the node pairsfv, d) for which t(s, d) ^ 0 .
2
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In this thesis, we have studied techniques for minimizing the congestion in wavelength- 
routed WDM networks by adapting some techniques proposed in the Operations 
Research community for multi-commodity network flows.
1.1 Visualization of Routing Problem in a WDM network as a 
Multi-Commodity Network Flow Model
The multi-commodity network flow  model is a well-known optimization model in 
operations research for transportation, warehousing, communication networks, 
computer networks etc. [AM 093]. In such systems, several physical commodities (e.g., 
messages, vehicles) have to be moved using the network. These commodities share the 
resources o f the network. The resources o f  the network are limited. Linear 
Programming (LP) formulation is often used to solve this type o f  problems. The fact 
that shared resources o f  the network are limited is expressed using linear constraints in 
an LP.
In a WDM network, each node pair (s, d), so that t(s, d) 0, communicates t(s, d) 
amount o f  data from s to d. The data communicated from all source nodes to their 
respective destinations share the resources o f  the network. If we view the data between 
each node pair („v, d), so that t(s, d) ^ 0, as a commodity distinct from the data between 
all other node pairs, the routing problem in wavelength routed WDM networks may be 
viewed as a multi-commodity network flow model.
3
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1.2 Motivation of our work
The routing problem in WDM network may be readily formulated as an LP [RS96]. A  
straight-forward LP formulation may be handled by a commercial LP solver package, 
such as the CPLEX [BM2000] to give us an optimum routing, with a minimum value o f  
congestion. For small WDM networks, with say less than 20 nodes, such an approach is 
quite feasible.
One interesting feature o f  the WDM routing problem is that the number o f  commodities 
in a network with N  nodes is very close to since most end-nodes communicate
with each other. In other words, in a 30-node network, we may have to deal with 
nearly 900 commodities. In the operations research community, multi-commodity flow  
generally involves a small number o f commodities [Hu63], The fact that we have to 
deal with such a large number o f  commodities makes it a challenging problem. It means 
that the number o f  constraints increases rapidly as the size o f  the network increases. 
Our experiments indicate that CPLEX type solvers are unable to cope with networks 
with more than 40 nodes.
In the operations research community, network flow problems have been formulated in 
a number o f  ways. One representation, called the arc-chain representation, has been 
used profitably for solving the minimum-cost network flow problems [To6 6 ] [FF58]. 
We have shown that this approach may be readily adapted to the problem o f  
minimizing congestion in a WDM wavelength-routed network.
4
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While solving the problem, using the arc-chain representation, by the Revised Simplex 
Method, the most expensive operation at each iteration is that o f  inverting a matrix 
called the basis [Ta82], having a size (m + q) x (m  + q ) ,  where m is the number o f  
edges in the graph logical topology G i = (Vi, E[) and q is the number o f commodities. 
As we mentioned earlier, q is 0 (N 2) where N  is the number o f  end-nodes in the network 
and m is O(N). This means that the time to invert a matrix will limit the size o f  the 
network that we may be able to handle.
We have established that the constraints in our problem satisfy a special structure called 
the Generalized Upper Bounding (GUB) structure [DS67]. It is well known in the 
operations research community that i f  a LP satisfies the GUB structure, we can avoid 
inverting the entire basis and only invert a matrix o f  size m x m . This has a dramatic 
effect on the time it takes to perform an iteration o f the revised simplex method.
Using these approaches we have formulated our algorithm for routing in a WDM 
network and have implemented our algorithm in C. We have tested our program on 
networks o f  various sizes.
5
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1.4 Thesis Organization
In chapter two o f  this thesis, we have given a literature review in the fields o f  WDM 
networks and operations research. In chapter three, we have described our formulation 
for the routing problem. In chapter four, we have given the experimental setup and the 
results. Chapter five gives a critical summary o f our work and concludes with 
suggestions for future research in this area.
6
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Chapter Two
Review of Related Techniques and Technologies
2.1 Introduction
The vision o f information age is that information can be stored anywhere but is 
accessible from everywhere at a very fast rate. To achieve this goal, network 
researchers have been trying to develop new technologies. Optical networking is one o f  
the key solutions to this increasing demand for bandwidth [Mu97], In the past few  
decades, optical networks have been used, not only just to replace copper cable for 
transmission at higher bit rates, but also to exploit the capacity o f  fibers to accomplish 
overall transmission capacities o f  up to several terabits per second [RS2002],
In an optical network, the physical layer technology for data transportation is the 
optical fiber. Fiber optics has become the primary medium for communication in all 
networks; because it has almost limitless capability o f  data transmission (50 terabits/per 
second, Tb/s), low signal attenuation, low signal distortion, low power requirement, 
low material usage, small space requirement and cost efficiency [Mu2000]. This 
chapter summarizes common terminology, relevant optical technology, mathematical 
formulations used in optical network design and critical issues related to optical 
networking.
7
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2.2 Optical Fiber and Photonic Technology
“Fibre is essentially a thin filament o f  glass which acts as a waveguide” [Mu2000]. This 
waveguide is a physical path that allows the propagation o f electromagnetic waves, 
such as light. An optical fiber consists o f  a cylindrical core surrounded by a cladding. 
Both the core and the cladding are made o f silica (SiCh) with different transmission 
properties. Figure 2.1 shows the cross section o f a fiber.
► Cladding
► Core
F ig u r e  2 .1 : C r o s s  S e c t io n  o f  a  f ib e r  
Because o f  the physical phenomenon o f total internal reflection, light can travel the
length o f a fiber with little attenuation. Light propagates in optical fibers due to a series
o f total internal reflections that occur at the core-cladding interface (Figure 2.2). In
Figure 2.2 [RS96], nO, n l, n2 are the refractive indexes o f air, core and cladding
respectively.
/ u  R1 nnrR
1 V  
/ 113 cladding
F i g u r e  2 .2 :  l i g h t  t r a v e l s  d u e  t o  t o t a l  i n t e r n a l  r e f l e c t i o n
8
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2.3 Components of Optical Networks
2.3.1 Optical Amplifiers
In an optical communication network, the optical signals get attenuated as they are 
carried by the optical fiber. As a result, the signal strength becomes too weak to be 
detected. All-optical amplifiers are broadband optical devices that restore the signal 
strength [Mu2000].
2.3.2 Optical Multiplexers/Demultiplexers
WDM multiplexers combine different individual data streams on its input ports, each 
with a unique wavelength and send them on a fibre. Optical de-multiplexers separate 
out signals at different wavelength and route them to different outports. A four-channel 
point-to-point WDM transmission system uses optical amplifiers; multiplexes and 
demultiplexers as well as four transmitters are shown in Figure 2.3[Mu2000].
Multiplexing Terminal Demultiplexing Terminal
_________J H M L1 I HI
[t e !  H U
[t e ] ■ §
X]
►  [ + \ VC
Optical line  
^  A m plifier^
I O T P "
Optical Components: 




F ig u r e  2 .3 : A  F o u r -c h a n n e l  p o in t -t o - p o in t  t r a n s m is s io n  c h a n n e l  w it h  a m p l if ie r s
9
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2.3.3 Wavelength Router
A wavelength router is a device, which has a number o f  input ports -  connected to 
fibers carrying incoming signals and a number o f  output ports - connected to fibers 
carrying outgoing signals. The router, directs signals from each input port to requisite 
output ports as needed [RS2002]. Figure 2.4 shows the 2-input-2-output wavelength 
router with each input carrying a WDM signal consisting o f the same set o f  carrier 
wavelengths A-i, A.2 , A.3 , A.4 .
S i , S 2  , S 3  , S4 Sl  , S 2  , S 3  ,  S4
Router
, , 2 2 2 2 Sl  , S 2  , S 3 , S4
Si  , S 7 , S 3 •* S4  | --------------------------------------►
F ig u r e  2 .4 : A  2 X  2  R o u t e r  
Figure 2.4 shows a router with two inputs ports carrying signals at four carrier
wavelengths each. Signal .v,J denotes an input signal at wavelength A,j on port j .  As
shown in Figure 2.4, the router settings are such that
1 1  2 2>  signals S2  , .V3 from the first input port and signals s\ , 5 4  from the second input
port are routed to the first output port,
1 1  2 2> signals „vi , .Y4 from the first input port and signals S2  , -S'3 from the second input
port are routed to the second output port.
10
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2.4 Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) Optical 
Networking
2.4.1 Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
There is a huge bandwidth mismatch between optical data rate and electronic data rate. 
The sources and destinations o f  data, typically computers, generating or receiving the 
data are called end-nodes. The major issue in optical network design is to establish 
concurrency among multiple user transmission into the network architectures and 
protocols. Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) divides the huge bandwidth o f  a 
fiber into many non-overlapping bands o f  wavelengths, each operating at a desirable 
speed, e.g. the peak electronic speed o f  few Gb/s [Mu2000], Each such band is called a 
channel. The idea behind this technique is to improve transmission capacity by having 
multiple channels at different carrier wavelengths over a fiber.
2.4.2 WDM Network Architecture
WDM network technology makes it possible for end users to communicate via all- 
optical WDM channels, which may span multiple fiber links. The architecture o f  a 
wavelength-routed WDM network has been studied in several papers [Mu97] [RS96] 
[CHMR98] [Gr2001], The WDM architecture consists o f  nodes interconnected by fiber 
links. Each network link has a pair o f unidirectional fiber links. Each node has a set o f  
transmitters and receivers to send or receive optical signals at specified carrier 
wavelengths. At the source end-node (where the data to be transmitted is residing), the
1 1
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data, represented by an electronic signal modulates an optical signal at the carrier 
wavelength corresponding to the channel. The transmitter directs the modulated signal 
to the optical fiber connected to the transmitter. At the end-node where the data is to be 
transmitted, a receiver tuned to the same carrier wavelength extracts the data from the 
incoming optical signal. Router nodes are responsible to direct data to the appropriate 
output port; they donot generate or receive data.
2.4.3 Physical Topology
The physical topology o f a WDM network defines the physical connections among 
various components in the network. This includes end-nodes and router nodes 
connected by optical fiber links. The physical topology is often represented by an 
undirected graph G = (V, E) where V is the set o f  vertices and E  is the set o f  arcs o f  the 
graph. The end-nodes and the router nodes o f  the network are the vertices o f  the graph 
and the arcs connecting the vertices represent fiber links [RS96].
Figure 2.5 shows a physical topology. This physical topology is an undirected graph 
where we have four vertices, A, B, C, D, representing end-nodes, four vertices Ri, R2 , 
R3 , R4  representing router nodes. Each vertex has one or more undirected arc(s) to one 
or more vertices. An undirected arc between node vertices x and y  represents two fibers 
- one for communication from x to y  and one for communication from y  to x.
12
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F ig u r e  2 .5 : P h y s ic a l  T o p o l o g y
2.4.4 Lightpath
A lightpath is an optical communication path between two nodes. Lightpaths are end- 
to-end circuit-switched communication connections that traverse one or more fibers and 
use one WDM channel per link [RS96]. A lightpath from an end-node s  (representing 
the source o f  some data) to an end-node d  must exist before an optical communication 
from s  to d  may start. Many networks use wavelength continuity meaning that the same 
wavelength is assigned for all the links in the path from the source to destination
Figure 2.6 presents a physical topology with lightpaths set up on it. Four logical links 
are established to communicate with each other. The dotted lines are the lightpaths and 
they are the directed arcs from selected source nodes to the corresponding destination 
nodes.
13
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Physical link “  
lightpath — —
F ig u r e  2 .6 : P h y s ic a l  T o p o l o g y  w it h  f o u r  l ig h t p a t h s  
2.4.5 Logical Topology
The logical topology defines how the end-nodes are connected by lightpaths [Mu97]. If 
there is a lightpath from node x to node y, we will denote that by x y. The logical 
topology o f a WDM network is represented as a directed graph Gl = (Vl> E l), where Vi 
is the set o f  the end-nodes o f  the physical topology and El is the set o f  lightpaths. 
Figure 2.7 is the logical topology for the physical topology in Figure 2.6 when the set 
o f  lightpaths shown in Figure 2.6 has been established.
14
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F ig u r e  2 .7 : L o g ic a l  T o p o l o g y  f o r  t h e  p h y s ic a l  t o p o l o g y  
Figure 2.7 shows there is a directed arc A~>C in the logical topology, even though the 
physical topology does not have any physical arc (i.e., fiber) between A and C. As 
shown in Figure 2.7, the logical in-degree and the logical out-degree vary, in general, 
from node to node. If there were lightpaths from each node to every other node in a 
WDM network, the logical topology would be a completely connected graph. Such a 
solution is very expensive even for moderate sized networks since it requires a large 
number o f transmitters and receivers at each node and requires many wavelengths/fiber. 
To make an optimum use o f  these expensive resources, it is critical to have a logical 
topology using the least number o f lightpaths that meets the user requirements. Logical 
topology design problem is an optimization problem aimed at maximizing network 
throughput [RS2002].
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2.4.6 Traffic Matrix
The traffic in a network specifies the amount o f  data to be transmitted from each end- 
node to every other end-node. A traffic matrix is an TV x TV square matrix where TV 
denotes the number o f  nodes in the network [RS2002]. The entry in the traffic
matrix determines how much data is flowing from the zth end-node to t h e /h end-node.
Logical topology
N od e 1 2 3 4 5
1 0 15 5 40 20
2 0 0 18 22 25
3 0 10 0 80 27
4 40 15 20 0 45
5 25 10 16 30 0
F i g u r e  2 .8 : 5 - N o d e  l o g i c a l  t o p o l o g y  a n d  i t s  t r a f f i c  m a t r i x
Figure 2.8 shows an example o f  a logical topology o f  a network with five end-nodes 
and its corresponding traffic matrix. Each entry in the traffic matrix determines the 
amount o f  data to be transmitted from a source end-node to a destination end-node. The 
diagonal elements o f  a traffic matrix are zeros since data cannot flow from and to the 
same node. In the case o f  a WDM network, the traffic matrix is denoted as (t (i, j)), 
where t(i, j) means the amount o f  traffic flowing from end-node i to end-node j.
In Figure 2.8, it shows that 5 units o f  data is sent from end-node 1 to end-node 3. Here 
we assume that the capacity o f  the lightpath is 1 0 0  units and we give the traffic in terms
16
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o f the percentage capacity o f  a lightpath. In the above traffic matrix we are specifying 
that the traffic from node 1 to node 3 is 5% o f the capacity o f a lightpath. If a lightpath 
in the network has capacity o f  2.5 Gb/sec, the traffic from node 1 to node 3 is 0.125 
Gb/sec.
2.5 Routing in WDM Network
Routing strategy is the policy o f  sending data from all source nodes to their respective 
destination nodes in a network using appropriate paths. Traffic is routed from a source 
node s to a destination node d  using one or more paths from .v to d  where each path 
consists o f  one or more lightpaths. For example, in Figure 2.8, the traffic o f
0.125Gb/sec has to be sent from source 1 to destination 3. This traffic can be sent from 
source 1 to destination node 3 using one or both o f  the following paths:
Path 1): from node 1 to node 3 using logical link 1 ->3,
Path 2): from node 1 to node 2 using logical link l->  2 and then using the 
logical link 2  -> 3.
In other words, we can send 0 - 0 . 1 2 5  Gb/sec through path 1 and the rest using path 2. 
For every pair o f  nodes (.v, d) having t(s, d) ^ 0, we need to consider every possible 
route, in the logical topology, from the source s  to the destination d. Our objective is to 
find a routing strategy that optimizes the use o f  optical resources in our network.
17
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2.5.1 Congestion
In order to handle the traffic from end-node s to end-node d, we have indicated above 
that many paths may be involved, each path consisting o f  one or more lightpaths. If a 
lightpath i -> j  exists from node i to node j ,  (in other words i -»  j  e E , ) and lies on one
osd
or more paths from s  to d, we will use Xy to denote the traffic from s  to d  using the 
lightpath i -> /'. We will use Xj to denote the sum o f all traffic X f  that uses the 
lightpath i -> j .  The maximum value o f  Xy over all possible lightpaths i -> j  is called 
the congestion [RS96], so that congestion A.max = max { Xtj : i —» j  e  E L).
Congestion is an important parameter for network performance because it determines 
the throughput o f  the network as the maximum value o f  the offered load. We wish to 
minimize congestion as much as possible for two reasons:
1. The higher the value o f  the congestion for a lightpath, more data is carried 
by the lightpath and hence more time is needed for electronic processing 
[Mu2000].
2. If the capacity o f a lightpath is u, then the congestion kmax can never exceed 
u. Once we analyze a given logical topology, and get a value o f  Xmax for the 
given traffic matrix, the routing strategy remains viable as long as no entry 
in the traffic matrix increases by a factor greater than u/Xmax. Therefore, it is 
preferable to use a lower value o f  X,max to allow greater possibility o f scaling 
up the traffic in the network without changing the routing strategy.
18
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2.6 Linear Programming (LP) and The Revised Simplex 
Method
A linear programming problem is an optimization problem with a linear objective 
function, a set o f  linear constraints and a set o f  non-negativity restrictions imposed 
upon the underlying decision variables [AM 093]. For example, the following linear 
programming problem is to minimize a linear function:
Minimize cix[ + c2x2 + .... + cnxn
Subject to
al2x2 + ... + a lnx„ < bx
a,,x, + a22x2 + ... + a2nx„ < b2
+ 0 ^ 2 *2 + ••• +amc„x„ < b^
where x,,x,,...,x„ >0
In this example, the first two sets o f  constraints are o f  the fo r m ^ a (>.xy. < b: , where b, is
j
n
a scalar. Here c\, C 2 , . . . , c n are the cost coefficients, z  = ^ c yxy is the objective function
i =i
to be minimized, xi, X2 , ...., xn are the decision variables. There are mc inequality 
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Before solving any LP problem, all the constraints in it must be transformed into
equality constraints. For problems where all constraints are in the form 'Y_i a jjx j < bt we
j
proceed as follows
a nXy + a i2x2 + ... + A, nxn + xs by
a 2yXx + a 22x2 +... + a2nxn + xs — b2
a mA X l + a n,r 2 X 2 + - + a n , , X n +  XT  = b n
X y , X 2 , . . . , X n > 0
The constraints are transformed to equations by adding non-negative slack variables, 
* ', 1 < i < mc. Since there are mc constraints, mc slack variables are added, one to each 
constraint, giving us a system o f equations Ax = b where A is a mc x(n + mc) matrix 
and b is a column vector o f  mc elements and x is a vector consisting o f  the n decision 
variables x \,xz ,. . . . ,x„  followed by the mc slack variables x\,x],...x"'1 . In describing the 
simplex algorithm we will use a}To denote the j  column o f A. If p  is a vector o f  mc 
elements, we will use p(i) to denote the ilh element o f  p.
The above discussion assumes that all constraints are o f  the form^T < b r  To
j
handle a constraint o f the form V  a ;:x ; = b: , we use an artificial variable*', so that theij j I 7 Cl 7
j
constraint becomes aijxj + x'a = bt and we change the objective function to z -
j
+ Mxa where M  is a very large constant [BJ90]. To convert a constraint o f  the
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form 'YjdjjXj > bt into the equality form, we simply subtract a slack variable x' to
j
convert the constraint to the equality constraint ̂  a^Xj -  x' = b; and then use an
j
artificial variable as discussed above.
In a system o f equations Ax = b andx > 0 , i f  there exists a solution vector x, which 
satisfies all the constraints, it is called a feasible solution. The n components o f  x can be 
partitioned in such a way that there are mc basic variables and n non-basic variables, 
where all non-basic variables have a value o f  0. A matrix B having the columns o f A
x B
that correspond to the set o f  basic variables is called a basis. The vector x =
l X N .
where xB = B~xb and x N = 0 is called a basic solution o f the system. IfxB > 0 , then the 
vector x fl o f  basic variables is called a basic feasible solution o f  the system [BJ90]. The 
corresponding value o f  the objective function is cBB~lb where c B is a vector o f  the 
cost coefficients corresponding to the basic variables in xB.
The Simplex method is the first method for solving linear programming formulation 
introduced by G.B Dantzig [DOW55] in which one basic feasible solution is replaced 
by an adjacent solution. The revised simplex method is an efficient implementation o f  
the standard simplex method when n »  mc. If we are given a basic feasible solution 
with basis B, basic variables x B and cost vectorcB, then we carry out the following 
steps [BJ90] iteratively:
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Step 1 : Calculate vector b = B lb and the objective function z = cBb where c B is the 
vector o f cost o f  basis.
Step 2: Calculate vector w = cbB ~ \  where w  is called the vector o f  simplex 
multipliers.
Step 3: For each non-basic variable Xj, calculate zy -  cy = wa j -  c j . Let k be such that 
the value o f  z k - c k > Zj -  c} , V / ,  1 < j  < n + mc . l f z k - c k < 0 ,  stop; otherwise go to 
step 4.
Step 4 • Calculate vector d k — B ctk  ̂ i f  d k < 0  stop; otherwise go to step 5.
Step 5 :  Calculate r m jn  = minimum {b(i) / d k (/) : d k (J) > 0 } ,  V z ',1  < i  < m and let br be the 
index o f b and d k corresponding to rmjn . This gives us the variable Xf„- to leave the 
basis.
Step 4: Update the basis by replacing a Br column with a* .
2.7 Flow of Commodities in a Network
In the last few decades, optimizing the flow o f goods or messages has become an 
extremely important topic [W2003]. The basic idea is to use some transportation 
systems to move some entity or entities as efficiently as possible. The transportation 
system could be, for instance, a roadway, the rail system or a computer network. We 
model the transportation system by a graph where the nodes are the actual (or potential) 
sources and destinations o f  the entity being transported and the arcs correspond to the 
routes over which transportation may take place. We will represent an arc from node i 
to node j  by i j. The entity being moved is called a commodity. We will discuss
22
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different ways in which we may wish to optimize the flow o f commodities in a 
network. Constraints may exist on the maximum amount o f  commodity that may be
transported by any given arc, say i -> j .  The capacity on the arc i -> j  limits (or
♦
constrains) the total flow o f commodities on that arc .
There are a few generic network models representing most practical applications. The 
models can be classified into single commodity flow models and multi-commodity 
flow models. For example, we have a case o f  a single commodity network flow  
problem if  a shipper is interested in shipping, by train, one single type o f  goods from a 
warehouse next to a railway station to different retail locations, each next to a rail 
station, where each retail location has a particular customer demand and the shipper 
would like to meet the demand with a minimum possible transportation cost. To deal 
with the problem, we may use a network flow model. The rail stations are the nodes in 
the network and train lines joining two stations are the arcs. There may be practical 
restrictions on the total carrying capacity o f all wagons plying on a particular route.
The single commodity network problem sends one commodity from the source to the 
destination in some optimal fashion. In most practical situations however, a number o f 
commodities, regulated by their own network flow constraints, share the same network. 
If they do not interact with each other in any way, they could be considered as 
independent single commodities and such a problem could be solved using any o f  the 
techniques for handling single commodity network flow. However, in many cases, the
* It is convenient in some formulations to refer to an arc by a number assigned to it rather than by the 
end-points o f  the arc. In such a situation we will use ue to refer to the capacity o f  arc number e.
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capacity o f  an arc limits the total sum o f all flows o f  all the commodities using the arc. 
In order to optimize network flow for such situations, we need a special mathematical 
model - the multi-commodity network f low  model [AM 093]. In the multi-commodity 
network flow model, several commodities share the network, with each commodity 
having its flow constraint but the arc capacity constraints are shared.
For example, we consider the case o f  a shipping company that has many commodities 
stored in different warehouses next to railway stations. These commodities have to be 
shipped by train to various destinations, all next to railway stations. There is a specified 
demand for each commodity. Since each wagon has a limited capacity, shared by the 
all goods in the wagon, we have a case o f  multi-commodity flow.
2.8 Single Commodity Maximal Flow Problem
Single commodity maximal flow problem is a network optimization problem, where the 
objective is to maximize the flow o f  a commodity from a designated node called the 
source node to another designated node called the destination node (sometimes called a 
sink node), without exceeding the capacity o f  any arc [FF56]. The source has to supply 
certain amount o f flow, satisfying the demand o f the destination. There are some nodes, 
which have neither supply nor demand, are called intermediate nodes. The flow into an 
intermediate node must be equal to the flow out o f  that intermediate node.
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Figure 2.9 shows a network with 4 nodes numbered 1 to 4. Each arc o f  the network has 
a capacity and a flow associated with it. We associate a label (xy, Uij) with the arc i~^j, 
where x,, (w,y) is the flow (capacity) o f  the arc i->/, for all i, j  so that there is an arc i->/. 
In the network flow problem shown in Figure 2.9, the source is node 1, the destination 
is node 4 and the requirement is to ship 5 units o f  some commodity from 1 to 4. In the 
scheme for network flow shown in Figure 2.9, node 1 is sending 2 units o f  flow through 
node 2 to node 4 and 3 units o f  flow through node 3 to node 4. We note that this 
scheme is valid since we never exceed the capacity o f  any arc.




(3, 8) (3 ,4 )
F ig u r e  2 .9 : F l o w  C o n s e r v a t io n  o f  n o d e s
We can model single commodity maximum flow problems using a capacitated network 
G = (V, E), where V is the set o f  nodes and E  is the set o f  directed arcs, with a non­
negative capacity iin associated with each arc (/->/) G E.
The problem formulation to find the maximum flow from source s  to destination d  
satisfying the arc capacity and the flow conservation constraints are as follows 
[AM093]:
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Maximize V 
Subject to
2 > » -  X * »  =
V 1 =  s
0 i < = V - { s , d }  ... (1) 
-  v i = d
0 < x.. < u-- V i —> j  e  E
lJ U ^
The formulation refers to a vector x = (xi;.) as a flow vector and corresponding value o f
the scalar variable v as the value o f  flow. The first term in the flow conservation 
constraints represents the total outflow from node i and the second term represents the 
total inflow into node i. Flow conservation constraints state that for all nodes, except 
the source and the destination nodes, the outflow must equal inflow. These constraints 
are also known as the mass balance constraints. Capacity constraints impose 
restrictions on the flows on each arc.
There are a number o f  algorithms for solving the maximum flow problem and these 
algorithms can be classified under two types, either augmenting path algorithm or 
preflow-push algorithm [AM 093].
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2.9 Single Commodity Minimum Cost Network flow (MCF)
Problem
In this problem our objective is to make the most economic use o f  a network. As 
before we use a directed graph G = (V, E) to represent the network with N  number o f  
nodes and m number o f  directed arcs, where V is a set o f  nodes and E  is a set o f  directed 
arcs. Each arc /->/' G E  has an associated cost c- that denotes the cost per unit flow on
that arc*. As before, there is a capacity on arc i~^j G E that limits the maximum 
amount o f  flow on that arc. Each node i e  V has a number r1 associated with it, 
representing the requirement (i.e., supply/demand) at that node. If r > 0 it is a source 
node supplying rt units o f  flow, if  r < 0 it is a destination node with a demand o f , 
otherwise, for all intermediate nodes r( = 0 . The decision variable xi} is the flow on arc
i~>j-
The minimum cost flow problem [AM 093] can be formulated as 
Minimize Z l  C i jX ij
i ^ j a E
Subject to
Z  x v -  ' E x P = ri ’ i e V  -  ( 2 )
! /•(' ' / » 1- ! I /.( / >/).. /.!
0  <  x , ,  <  n  V  /  - »  j  e  E
U lJ  J
It is convenient, in the arc-chain formulation we will study shortly, to refer to an arc by an arc number 
rather than by the end-points o f  the arc. In such situations we will use ce to refer to the cost per unit flow  
on arc e.
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2.10 Multi-Commodity Network flow Problem
In this situation we have a number o f distinct commodities with their designated 
sources and corresponding set o f  destinations sharing a capacitated network 
represented, as before, by a graph G = (V, E)  with each arc i~$ j  having a capacity 
(cost/unit flow) Uj ( c ;j). Figure 2.10 shows a network with a cost and a capacity
( t ty, Cy ) associated with every arc i j .
S, 2)( 3 ,2 )




F ig u r e  2 .1 0 : M u l t i- c o m m o d it y  N e t w o r k : f l o w
i 2
For example, let there be two commodities K  and K  for the network shown in Figure 
2.10. Commodity K { (K 2) is from node 1 to node 5 (from node 3 to node 4) with a 
demand o f 3 (6) units. Commodity K { may be sent using one or both o f  the paths 1 3
-> 5 and 1 2 -> 3 5. Similarly, commodity K  may be sent using one or both o f
the paths 3-> 4, 3 -> 5 -> 4.
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If we send the entire 3 units o f  commodity K l through the path 1 2 -> 3 -> 5, we use
part o f  the capacities o f  the arcs 1 2, 2 3 and 3 ^ 5  for this commodity. Now if
we send the entire 6 units o f  the other commodity K 2 using the path 3 -> 5 -> 4,
2 1 commodity K  has to share the capacity o f  the arc 3 -> 5 with commodity K  so that the
arc 3 - ^ 5  has to carry 9 units. The capacity constraint for the arc 3 5 is 4. This
routing strategy violates the capacity constraint and is not permissible.
Alternatively, i f  we send 1 unit o f  K 2 using the path 3 -> 5 -> 4, and the rest (5 units) 
using the path 3 -> 4, all capacity constraints are satisfied. We show this situation in 
Figure 2.11 with different dotted lines and the flow with [v] for two commodities.




F ig u r e 2.1 l .  M u L T i-C u iv im u u ii» in e Tw o r k f l o w
The total cost for all the commodities is the sum o f the costs o f  flows for each 
individual commodity. The cost for commodity K l will be 3 x 2  + 3 x 2  + 3 x 2  =18  
units and the cost for commodity AT is Ix 2  + l x l  + 5 x 3  =18 units. Total cost for 
this network is (18+18) = 36 unit for this particular case with two commodities.
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There are mainly two types o f  multi-commodity network flow problem studied in the 
literature [AM 093]:
>  the max multi-commodity network flow problem,
>  the minimum-cost multi-commodity network flow problem.
The idea o f  the maximum multi-commodity network flow problem [FF58] is to 
maximize the sum o f flows for all commodities between their respective source- 
detonation pairs. The minimum cost network flow problem is to determine the flow  
satisfying the demands o f  all commodities at a minimum cost without violating the 
capacity constraints o f  all arcs.
2.11 Representations for multi-commodity network flow 
problems
In this section we will describe two possible ways to represent the network flows for 
multi-commodity flow problems -  the node-arc representation and the arc-chain 
representation.
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2.11.1 Node-Arc Incidence Matrix
A node-arc incidence matrix represents a network with N  nodes and m arcs as a N  x m 
matrix, where the ith row corresponds to the /th node and the / h column corresponds to 
t h e /h arc. The column corresponding to the arc i -> j  has
>  +1 in the row corresponding to node i,
>  -1 in the row corresponding to node j  and
>  0 in all other rows.
Figure 2.12 is the node-arc representation for the network shown in figure 2.12
F ig u r e  2 .1 2 : 4 -N o d e  n e t w o r k
(s,x) (a t ) (a t ) <y.x) (x,t) 0 .0
s 1 1 0 0 0 0
X -1 0 1 -l 1 0
y 0 -1 -1 i 0 I
t 0 0 0 0 -1 -1
F ig u r e  2 .1 3 : N o d e -A r c  in c id e n c e  m a t r ix
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2.11.2 Arc-Chain Incidence Matrix
Definition
A chain [BJ90] from a source s to a destination d  is a sequence o f  arcs [(io -> if), (//->  
i2\  (ip-i-> ip)] where s = i0 and d  = ip.
In a network with m arcs numbered 1,2,  ... , m, a chain may be represented by a vector 
o f m l ’s and 0 ’s so that if  the zth element in the vector is 1 (0) the z'th arc does (does not)
appear in the chain, 1 < i  <m .
F ig u r e  2 .1 4 : 4 - n o d e  n e t w o r k .
For example in Figure 2.14, we show a simple network o f  4 nodes and 6 arcs carrying
1 2  3three commodities K  , K  and K . We number each arc from 1 to 6 as shown. The 
source (destination) for commodity K l is 1(2). There are two chains from node 1 to 2. 
The first chain is the arc 1 -> 2 and the second is the sequence o f  arcs [(1 4), (4 ->
2)]. The chain l->  2 is represented by the vector [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] since the arc l->  2 
corresponds to arc number 1. Similarly, the chain [(1 4), (4 2)] is represented by
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the vector [0, 0, 0, 1,0 ,  1] since arcs 1 4 and 4 2 correspond to arcs numbered 4
and 6. Commodity K 2(K3) has source 3(2) and destination 4 (4). Commodity K 2 ( K 3) 
has a single chain represented by the vector [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0] ([0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0]).
To represent a network with m arcs and q commodities with N k chains for the kth 
commodity, the arc-chain incidence matrix uses an m x N c matrix C  
where N c -  N { + N 2 + ... + N  . We will use C k to represent the j th chain o f  the /cth 
commodity, 1 < j  < N k. As we explained earlier, C k is a vector o f  length m containing
0 ’s and l ’s only. Each chain o f  a commodity corresponds to a column in matrix C  so 
that the first N i columns correspond to chains for commodity 1, the next N 2 columns
correspond to chains for commodity 2, and so on. We will use a k to denote the z‘th 
element o f  the / h chain o f  the &th commodity and Ck to denote the m x N k sub-matrix o f  
C  corresponding to commodity k. In other words, if  edge i is in chain j  o f  commodity k, 
a k is 1; otherwise it is 0.
For example, Figure 2.15 shows the arc-chain matrix, in the case o f the network shown
1 2  3in Figure 2.14 with three commodities K  , K  and K  .
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K l K 1 K s
Ci c 2 c 3 c 4
1 1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 1 0 0
5 0 0 1 1
6 0 1 0 0
F ig u r e 2 .1 5  A r c -c h a in  in c id e n c e  m a t r ix
We note that even a small network with a modest number o f  commodities is likely to 
have a huge number o f  chains and hence a large arc-chain matrix.
2.12 Node-Arc Formulation for Multi-commodity network 
flow
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph o f N  nodes and m arcs. Let Na denote the node-arc 
incidence matrix for this graph, where Na is a N x m  matrix. We have q commodities in 
this network, we will use source(z') (destination (/)) to denote the source(destination) o f  
the Ith commodity, J, to denote the total amount o f  flow o f commodity i from source(z)
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to destination(z'). We will use* x k to indicate the flow for commodity k on arc i j ,  x k
to denote the entire flow vector for commodity k and c k to denote the corresponding 
cost vector. We will associate a capacity uij with each arc i j .  The minimum-cost
multi-commodity (MMCF) [AM 093] network flow problem can be formally 
formulated as:
<7
Z r k x  kk = 1
9
Subject to < «„ V / y e  £  . . . ( 3 )
k = \
N ax k= b k \ f k  :1 < k < q . ..  ( 4 )
0 < x k < u k V  k : 1 < k < q V  (z —> j )  e  E ...(5)
Here bk is a supply vector for commodity k, and b k (i) is defined as follows: 
b k (z) = dk, i f  i = source(k) 
b k (/) = - dk , i f  i = destination^)
= 0, otherwise.
Constraints in (4) state that each commodity has its own supply vector and, therefore, 
has mass balance constraints. The arc capacity constraints in (3) restrict the total flow
o f all commodities on arc i j  to at most utj. Through (5), the formulation further
restricts the flow o f commodity k on arc i j  to uk.
* Later on, in arc-chain formulation, we will use X k to denote the flow o f  commodity k on chain c
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2.13 Tomlin’s Approach
Ford and Fulkerson adapted the revised simplex method for an arc-chain formulation to 
compute the maximal flow in multi-commodity network flows [FF58]. Tomlin 
proposed a new approach for Minimum-cost multi-commodity network flow problem 
using both the node-arc and the arc-chain formulation [T0 6 6 ]. Tomlin’s arc-chain 
approach is important to our work since we have used a modification o f  this idea.
The straightforward arc-chain formulation requires an arc-chain matrix C = (  a - )  with
very large number o f  columns since the total number o f chains for all the commodities 
is extremely large for non-trivial networks. However, we may obtain a practical 
solution by exploiting the special structure o f  the problem and avoid dealing directly 
with the entire arc-chain matrix. As before, we assign numbers 1,2,  ... , m to the m arcs 
in the network, use w,(c;) to refer to the capacity (cost) o f  the z'th arc and use x* to
denote the flow o f commodity k in chain C *. We will use u to stand for the capacity
vector having elements u/, U2 r ... um for edges 1 ,2 ,  ... , m. Our network is handling q 
commodities, where is the requirement for the ktb commodity, 1 < k < q .  Recall that 
a- has a value o f  1 if  chain j  o f  commodity k uses arc /, and a value o f  0 , otherwise.
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The flow requirement is as follows:
m
The cost with chain C* is ' ĵ cla kj so that the total cost for all flows considering all
commodities together is c,a*xkj .
* = 1  y = l  ; = 1
In matrix notation the problem can be stated as:
Minimize c Alxx + c A2x2 +  + c Aqxq
A x  | +  A  ^ 2 +  . . .  +  A q x  q +  x  s — u ...  ( 8 )
Here ek is the vector with N k l ’s for k —1,... q, and xs is the vector o f  m slack
variables. Since there are m arcs and q commodities, the formulation has a constraint 
matrix C with m + q rows and a very large number o f  columns -  one for each chain. 
Informally, Tomlin’s approach, for solving the above linear program, does not require 
all chains to be explicitly generated. In each iteration, it checks only one potential 
chain/commodity, which is generated as needed. For each commodity, the approach 
checks only the “shortest chain” from the source to the destination o f that commodity. 
Such a shortest chain may be created, on the fly, using the Dijkstra’s algorithm [Di59], 
The method then checks if  the chain satisfies the simplex condition to be part o f  an 
entering column, as outlined in step 3 o f  the revised simplex algorithm, described in 
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step 4 o f the revised simplex algorithm. The formal description o f  the algorithm to find 
the entering column is given below.
In each iteration, we have a basic feasible solution and m + q simplex multipliers, 
7 i  ,Km,a x, , a  where nt ( )  is the simplex multiplier for arc i (commodity j) .
We now consider how we find the variable entering the basis.
If 7rl > 0 , the slack variable x's corresponding to the ith constraint in (8) immediately 
improves the objective function. Therefore xj m aybe entered into the basis.
When considering the condition for introducing variable x kj into the basis, we assume 
that the simplex multipliers are all non-positive since the case o f  a positive n i is 
already considered. We will introduce x kj into the basis if
m m
~ a k  < ° -  (10)
/=i 1=1
m
i.e., i f  ^ ( c ; - n , ) a kv < a k ... (1 1 ).
M
Since z i < 0 , for all z, 1 < / < m, we can assign cost {ci -  Ki ) to arc /, 1 < i < m and get
m
non-negative weights for all the arcs. Then ^ ( c ( -  n i )a^ represents the length o f  the
i = i
f  chain for commodity k. This length cannot be less than the length o f  the shortest
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chain for commodity k. In other words, if  the shortest chain for commodity k does not 
satisfy equation 1 1 , no other chain will satisfy it.
In summary, Tomlin’s approach for finding the entering variable is as follows:
a) if  there is any positive simplex multiplier n } , enter the slack variable xJs 
and stop.
b) assign cost ( c ,  -  n i ) attached edge i, 1 < i < m. If the shortest path from the
source to the destination o f  the kth commodity satisfies equation 1 2 , enter the
variable x k into the basis and stop.
The proof o f  the above is given in [To6 6 ]. The important point is that we only need to 
keep track o f the basis matrix and not the chains corresponding to the non-basic 
variables.
We obtain the initial basic feasible solution by introducing artificial variables in the last 
q equations and then minimize the sum o f all the artificial variables. The technique is 
similar to that outlined above.
2.14 Generalized Upper-Bounding (GUB)
Generalized upper bounding (GUB) [DS57] is a technique to make the simplex method 
more efficient for linear programming problems having a special structure. A 
(m + q ) x ( m + q) matrix, for some m and q, exhibits a GUB structure, if
>  q is relatively large compared to m and
>  each column o f the last q rows has at most one nonzero entry, the non-zero 
entry being equal to 1 .
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Figure 2.16 shows a constraints matrix A with the GUB structure.
~ĵ  m
A =
3 2 4 3 5 9 7 4 8 2 5 3  
2 5 1 3 7 4 6 2 9 3 2 5  
1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1
> q
F I G U R E 2 . 16 : A N  A R C -C H A IN  IN C ID E N C E  M A T R IX  W IT H  S P E C IA L  STRUCTURE
In the revised simplex method outlined in section 2.6, we need to calculate the vectors 
w  and d k where w = cbB~] and d k = B 'dk to carry out the ratio test in step 2 - 4 .  
This normally means that we have to solve a system o f (m + q) equations with (m + q) 
variables. If q is very large, this can become computationally intractable. In situations 
where the constraint matrix A has the required GUB structure, the idea is to update the 
basis B, o f  size m + q, and compute w  and d k, in successive iterations o f  the revised
simplex method, using operations on matrices o f  smaller size, with the crucial operation 
o f inverting a matrix needed only on a matrix o f  size m. In cases where q is much larger
than m,  the GUB technique can dramatically improve the time to compute w  and d k .
We observe first that, if  we have a non-singular basis satisfying the GUB structure, we 
can always apply a permutation on the columns o f the matrix so that the resulting 
matrix has an identity matrix o f  size qxqin  its lower right comer. Figure 2.17 shows 
the structure o f  basis after applying the column permutation.
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F ig u r e  2.17: B a s is  s a t is f y in g  GUB s t r u c t u r e  a f t e r  p e r m u t a t io n
Here R, S  and T  are matrices o f  size (m x m) , (m x q) and (q x m) respectively. Therefore 
the basis B can be visualized as having four smaller matrices, R, S, T  and I  as its sub­
matrices. We will see below that, in order to calculate w  and d k, the crucial operation, 
in terms o f time needed, is that o f  inverting the matrix (R - ST) which is size o f  m x m .  
Our problem is to solve the equations w - B = c b and B - d k = dk for large B o f  
size(m + q)  x (m + q)  . Let B be the basis at iteration k and, as explained above, we can
Tk I
always apply a permutation to get B -
Let w  be the vector o f  the first m simplex multipliers and W  be the vector o f  the last q 
simplex multipliers w  and let c'B (c"B) be the first m (last q) elements from the cost 
vectorcB. We may rewrite the equation w -B  = c B as
[ v v - '  w " ]  •
Rk ^k 
T k I
[i'B c l ]  ...(12).
This equation (12) can be re-expressed as
w'Rk + w ”Tk = c ;  ...(13)
and
w'Sk +w" = c"B ...(14)
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After substituting the value for w ' , in equation (13) can be simplified to 
w'{Rk - S kTk) = c'B-c"BTk ...{\5)
In other words, we may find the value o f  w  using equation (16).
w' = {c'B-c"BTk)-(Rk- S kTkr  - ( 16)
To calculatew ' , the expensive operation is that o f  inverting (Rk - S kTk)~ an m x m  
matrix, a much less challenging task compared to that o f  inverting an (m + q)  x (tn + q)  
matrix. Once we have w  , we can calculate w" from (14).
Let a'k(a"k ) be the first m (last q) elements o f  the entering column dk and let d'k ( c/") 
be the first m (last q) elements o f  d k. The equation B ■ d k = dk can be expressed as
1
;*?










The equation can be rewritten as (17) and (18) as follows: 
Rkd'k + S kd l = a ' k . . . { \ l )
Tkd ’k + d l  = a ; ...(18)
By substituting d nk from the equation (18) in equation (17), we obtain
{Rk - S kTk)d'k =d'k - S ka" . ..(19)
In other words, we may find the value o f  d'k as
d[ -  (d'k - S ka") (Rk -  SkTk)~l . ..(20)
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d k can be obtained by rewriting equation (18) as 
d n= a k - T kd'k . . . {2\)
As in the case o f  w , the expensive computation in getting a value for d k using (20) and 
(21) is to calculate the inverse o f  (Rk - S kTk) . This is already computed in getting a 
value for w , so that we get it for free.
We have already mentioned that the constraints matrix A using the arc-chain 
representation has m+q  rows, where m is the number o f  arcs and q is the number o f  
commodities. We can readily verify that the matrix A using the arc-chain representation 
satisfies the GUB structure and that the number o f  commodities q »  m. In Chapter 3,
we will use the GUB technique to speed up the calculation o f w  and d k .
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Chapter Three
Efficient Routing in Wavelength-Routed WDM Networks 
3.1 The Problem
In Chapter two, we indicated that the traffic matrix is a convenient way to express the 
traffic requirements in a network. Given a traffic matrix and a logical topology o f  a 
WDM network, our task is to route the data in an “optimum” fashion. We have 
discussed in chapter two why minimizing congestion is an important objective in WDM 
networks. In this chapter we will discuss how to minimize the congestion in a 
wavelength-routed WDM network for medium to large sized networks.
Most multi-commodity problems considered in the Operations Research community 
consider a relatively small number o f commodities [Me95]. An important aspect o f  the 
routing problem in WDM networks is the fact that the number o f  commodities is 
relatively large 0(N 2), in a network with N  nodes. For example, if  we use a standard 
node-arc formulation for minimum cost multi-commodity network flow, the number o f  
constraints is O(N3). In other words, the number o f constraints rises rapidly as the 
number o f nodes in the network increases [BJ90]. Table 3.1 shows this for selected 
networks.
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Nodes(iV) Arcs(/n) Commodities^) Constraints (m+Nq)
10 30 90 930
20 60 380 7660
40 120 1560 62520
100 300 9900 990300
T a b l e  3 .1 : As n o d e s  i n c r e a s e  c o n s t r a i n t s  s i z e  i n c r e a s e  r a p i d l y
This thesis focuses on techniques for solving the routing problem, taking into 
consideration the large number o f  commodities in WDM networks. In this chapter we 
have described our adaptations o f  the techniques we reviewed in chapter 2  for solving 
the routing problem.
One possible way to avoid using O(N2) constraints in representing the routing problem 
using the node-arc formulation is to use the arc-chain formulation where we have one 
constraint for each arc. A straightforward arc-chain formulation is not possible since the 
number o f possible chains for each commodity is enormous, even for networks o f  
moderate size. Our approach is to follow Tomlin’s technique o f implicitly keeping track 
o f the constraints and generate a chain only when we establish that the chain should 
enter the basis. Even so, the basis size is O( N ), in a network with N  nodes, and our 
experiments revealed that inverting the basis at each iteration can be prohibitively 
expensive.
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We found that our problem satisfies the structure required for the GUB method. In this 
technique, at each iteration, instead o f  inverting the basis o f size (m + q) x (m+ q ) , 
where m is the number o f  arcs in the network and q is the number o f  commodities, it is 
sufficient to invert a matrix o f  size mx m . This is a major improvement in time to 
inverse a matrix since m is O(N) and q is 0 (N 2).
We also found that finding the initial feasible solution using the traditional method o f  
artificial variables was taking a significant amount o f  time. Taking into account the 
specific features o f  this problem, we have developed a straightforward technique to find 
an initial feasible solution that does not involve any artificial variable.
Our first version o f the program found the “best” entering column by an exhaustive 
search that involved the Dijkstra’s shortest path [Di59] algorithm O(N  ) times. Once we 
identified that the time involved in computing the shortest paths can become 
significant, we tried to minimize the time spent in Dijkstra’s algorithm by proposing 
two additional techniques. In this chapter we will present our algorithm and the 
different approaches we tried in solving some o f them. In chapter 4, we will discuss the 
experimental results using these approaches.
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3.2 An Overview of our Routing Strategy
In chapter two we have discussed Tomlin’s arc-chain formulation for minimum-cost 
multi-commodity network flow problem exploiting the underlying structure o f  the arc- 
chain incidence matrix. We now show how we can specify the routing problem using a 
similar approach.
As in chapter 2, we will use Ak to denote the (m x N k) arc-chain incidence sub-matrix 
for commodity k. The entry a k in the zth row andyth column o f Ak is 1 if  the / th chain 
uses the zth arc in routing part o f  the &th commodity; otherwise it is 0. Variable xk is the 
flow for the klb commodity using t h e / h chain, andx = (x * , . . . ,x ^ ). We will use, as 
before, rk to be the required flow for commodity k, obtained from the traffic matrix.
The linear programming formulation for our problem is as follows:
Minimize /lmax 
Subject to
A tx[ + A 2x2 +--- + A qxq < ; ... (22) 
e,x, = rx
e2x2 = r2 > (23)
= V
xk > 0  ( k = l  ...q)
i i
The total flow, x . for all commodities A: through chain C . that uses arc i (i.e., ci(/ = 1 ) 
cannot exceed the maximum load Tmax for all arcs. This leads to equation (2 2 ). The
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flow constraints (equation (23)) ensure that the sum o f  flow in all chains for commodity
7=1
As in chapter 2, we can use ekto represent a row vector with N k l ’s. Considering all 
values o f A:, 1 < k < q ,  we get equation (23).
Since there are m arcs and q commodities, the constraints matrix has m rows coming 
from equation (22), one for each arc, and q rows from equation (23), one for each 
commodity, giving us a total o f  m + q constraints. The size o f  the basis is 
(m + q) x(m + q ) . If we add the slack variables xs to remove the inequality constraints 
and rearrange we get the LP described below.
Minimize Xmax 
Subject to
xk > 0 , k = \ , . . . ,q ;  xs > 0
We have given below the standard revised simplex algorithm to process this LP. In our 
algorithm we will be working with the basis B, basis variable vector x B and the right- 
hand side b so that our constraints may be expressed as Bx b = b .
k must be equal to the required flow by satisfying the following constraint:
= r k,V k ,  1 <  k < q  ... (24)
. . ..(2 6 )
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Step 1: Find an initial basic feasible solution.
Step 2: Find, if  possible, an entering column that improves the objective 
function.
Step 3: If no entering column can be found, stop.
Step 4\ Find the leaving column.
Step 5: Replace the leaving column by the entering column and update the basis 
B and right hand side b.
Step 6\ Compute the value for the objective function and go to step 2.
In the following sections, we will describe, in detail, our solutions for the following 
problems:
>  How to find an initial basic feasible solution?
'k  H o w  to  find , i f  p o ssib le , an  en terin g  co lu m n  th a t im p ro v es th e  o b jec tiv e  
function?
>  How to find the leaving column and update the basis?
To find an entering column and to find a leaving column, the most important operation 
is that o f inverting the basis. As we mentioned earlier, we avoid inverting a basis o f  size 
(m + q) x (m + q) by using the GUB strategy. We will describe this process in a 
separate section.
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3.3 Finding an Initial Feasible Solution
In order to find the basic feasible solution we discussed in section 2.6 that, when we 
have a constraint o f  the form '^j a ijx j <b i we introduce a slack variable x\ to change
1 <  ]<n
the constraint to V  a x +  x 1 = b , . We also indicated that when all the constraints are o f
U J  s  1
1 <j<n
this form, the basis corresponding to the initial feasible solution is simply an identity 
matrix with the basis variables being x ' ,x 2,...,x 'M' . To handle a constraint o f  the
form ̂ ctjjXj - b n  the standard approach is to use an artificial variable x ‘a, so that the
j
constraint becomes + x ’a = bt and we change the objective function to z =
j
^ c kxk + Mx'a where M  is a very large constant. The constraints described in (22) are
k
o f the type 'Y_la j x j <bt but the constraints specified in (23) have the form ̂  aJx l = ^ •
I < j< n  j
We note that Tomlin also used artificial variables to handle constraints o f  the form
y " a !ix i = bi . Tomlin eliminated the artificial variables in a separate stage using a
j
process o f  computing the shortest path, very similar to that we described in section 
2.12, for the main optimization process. In our first implementation, we followed this 
technique with artificial variables so that our linear programming formulation was as 
follows:
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Minimize 2 max + M
Subject to
A'xx + A 2x2 + --- + A qxl/ -/Lmax +x. = 0 — (27)
a
+  x;a r~ —  (28)
Our experience was that it took a very long time for the revised simplex method to get 
rid o f  all the artificial variables. We then used a different approach which avoids 
altogether the introduction o f  artificial variables and gives an initial feasible solution 
that we used as the starting point for our revised simplex method. Our algorithm to 
create the basis B o f  size (m + q) x (m + q) and x B (denoting the vector corresponding 
to the basis variables) for the initial feasible solution is given below.
Step 1: for each arc ?->/, assign flow Vy = 0.
Step 2: Repeat steps 3 to 8  for all k, 1 < k < q .
Step 3: Let s(d) = source(destination) for commodity k.
Step 4: Using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, after assigning unit length to 
each arc, find the shortest path Psli from ,v to d.
Step 5: for all arcs i~>j in the path Psli repeat step 6 .
Step 6: Vjj = Vjj + r*
Step 7: Create the chain Cf corresponding to the path /*«/.
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Step 8: Create the kth column o f basis B using C,* to define the first m elements. 
The remaining q elements will be all 0 except for the kth element which 
will be 1. We will use x* to denote the basis variable corresponding to 
the kth column since it denotes the flow in C,A . The value ofx* will be r*.
Step 9: Find Tmax = maximum value o f  {vv : \/ij, (i —> /)  e £ , | .  Let e be the arc 
number o f the arc carrying/lmax . If more than one arc has the same 
flow /lmax , we arbitrarily pick any one o f  these arcs and use the arc
number o f  the selected arc for e.
Step 10: Create column (m+l ) o f  basis B containing -1 in the first m positions 
and 0 in all remaining q positions. The corresponding basis variable 
will be Tmax having the value computed in step 9.
Step 11: Repeat steps 12 for all i, 1< i < m, i &e.
Step 12: Create column (m+l+i) o f  basis B containing a 0 in all positions except 
in position e. The basis variable corresponding to this will be 
x ‘s having a value - r t .
To illustrate our algorithm for finding the initial feasible solution, Figure 3.2a shows a 
network with 6  nodes, numbered from 1 to 6 , and 9 arcs numbered as e\, C2 , <?3 , . .. e<>. 
We show a traffic matrix for this network in Figure 3.2b.
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3 .2 (a)
Traffic matrix =
0 0 0 0 0 5
0 0 0 4 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 .2 (b )
F ig u r e  3 .2 : ( a ) A  l o g ic a l  t o p o l o g y  ( b ) A  c o r r e s p o n d in g  T r a f f ic  M a t r ix
The traffic matrix in Figure 3.2 shows there are four non-zero entries and hence four 
commodities as follows:
>  K ] representing 5 units o f  traffic from node 1 to node 6
>  K 2 representing 4 units o f  traffic from node 2 to node 4
> K 3 representing 2 units o f  traffic from node 3 to node 4 and
>  /^representing 1 units o f traffic from node 5 to node 6 .
In step 1, we initialize Vjj = 0 for all node pair (/, /') where there is an arc i —>j. There are 
9 arcs in this example.
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We now have to repeat steps 3 -  6  for all the commodities K l, K 2, K 3, K4. We will 
illustrate the process only for commodity K 1. In step 4, we find the shortest path P i6 
from node 1 to node 6  for commodity K l using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The path P\(, is 1 
3 4 -> 6 . We now repeat step 6  for each o f the arcs in Pi 6 - After step 6  is over for
all the arcs, we have V13 = 5, V34 = 5, V46 = 5.
In a similar way, we repeat steps 3 -  6  for commodities K 2, K 3, K 4.
Figure 3.3 shows the flows for each o f the commodities. Different types o f  dotted lines 
in Figure 3.3 denote traffic flow for each commodity.
F ig u r e  3 .3 : T r a f f ic  f l o w  f o r  c o m m o d it ie s
Commodities K 1, K 2, K 3 use the arc 3~M so that the total flow on arc 3 -> 4 is (5 + 4 + 
2 = 1 1  units). No other arc has this amount o f flow. Therefore, Tinax = 1 1 .
Figure 3.4 shows the basis; we obtain after finishing all the steps.
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Commodity Slack variables






l l 1 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ' x! ' o '
2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 *,2 0
3 1 1 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 xi5 0
4 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 *14 0
09uu 5 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ■̂ max 0
6 1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 *1 = 0
8 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 X s 0
;9 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 x5s 0
£ 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x? 5
*3o 11 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X7 4
s
s
= 12 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
o
r13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
_  X S _ 1
F ig u r e  3 .4  B a s is  f r o m  in it ia l  f e a s ib l e  s o l u t io n  
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Theorem 3.1
The steps 1-12 give us a feasible basis matrix B and basis vector x B.
Proof:
To prove the theorem we have to show that all constraints are satisfied.
There are three types o f  constraints to consider:
9
1. A constraint o f  type ^  * xf -  Traax = 0 ... (29)
*=i
9
2. A constraint o f  the form X - ^ + x ^ O . - . O O )
*=l
3. A constraint o f  the form x, = rk ... ( 31 )
There is only one type 1 constraint arising from the arc e carrying the maximum flow.
<7
For this constraint, we don’t need a slack variable since is guaranteed to
k = 1
b e ' L a x -
Type 2 constraints are for the remaining (m-1) arcs, whose flow is less than or equal to 
the flow on arc e. We use a slack variable for all such cases. We note that if  more than 
one arc carries the flow Tmax, we will arbitrarily select any one o f them as e and the
remaining arcs carrying Tmax have a slack variable with a value o f  0.
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Type 3 constraints are for the last q constraints. Here we have only one chain for the zth 
commodity, flowing on the shortest chain for this commodity. Clearly all the 
constraints are satisfied.
3.4 Finding an entering column
We recall from chapter 2 that we need to compute, for each non-basic variable xj, the 
value o f  Zj -  Cj = wdj -  cy. where w  is the vector o f  (m + q) simplex multipliers, ci j is 
t h e /h column from the constraints matrix and cj is the cost coefficient corresponding to 
Xj. If Zj -  Cj = wdj -  Cj is positive, xj is a potential candidate to enter the basis. In our
case the set o f  non-basic variables, corresponding to all the chains not in B, is very 
large. Following Tomlin’s approach, we will not explicitly store these chains in our 
program. We will only create a chain when we determine that the chain may be part o f  
an entering column. Our formulation is somewhat different from Tomlin’s approach 
since we are minimizing the congestion and not the cost, so that our variables 
include Trnax , standing for the congestion, and all our cost coefficients are 0 except that
for Tinax .
The first phase in selecting the entering variable is to compute the vector w  consisting 
o f the m + q simplex multipliers. We have already described (in section 2.14) how we 
can compute the simplex multipliers efficiently. Let n x Km be the first m simplex
multipliers (corresponding to the m arcs o f  the network) and a s a q be the remaining
q simplex multipliers (corresponding to the q commodities).
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Theorem 3.2
a) If n i > 0 , for any i, 1 < i < m ,  slack variable , x' is a candidate to enter the basis.
b) If the sum o f the first m simplex multipliers is less than -1, Tmax is a candidate
to enter the basis.
c) If, for chain j  o f  commodity k,'^(-7ri)â j < a k, then the variable
x) corresponding to this chain C* is a potential candidate to enter the basis.
Proof
a) For the zth slack variable x ' , the cost coefficient is 0 and the vector a,  consists o f  0 ’s
except in position i. Therefore, for x' wa j - c y = n t . Since n : is positive, -  c j is
positive and x' is a candidate to enter the basis.
b) The cost coefficient for variable Tmax is 1 and the vector a j consists o f  - l ’s in the 
first m positions and 0 ’s in the remaining q positions. This means










Since V  k , < - 1 ,  then is a candidate to enter the basis.I 1 I l ld X
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c) The vector d f corresponding to the chain C k has value a k for all /, 1 < i < m. The 
values in a /- in the remaining q positions are all 0 except for a 1 at position m + k. We 
can therefore represent dj by \ak{j a k2j ... a kmj 0 ... 1 ... o]. Since Cj = 0 we have
Z j  -  Cj  =  w d j
=  k  « *  ..........  « , ] k )  a 2 j  ••• a " V  0  ° ]
m
= Z ;r-a-7 + C C k
i=l
If Zj -  Cj is positive, C k may be used to create an entering column. Therefore the
m
condition for creating an entering column is ^ V ,a *  + a k > 0 .  This means
i=i
m
that ̂  ( -7rj )ak < a k . This completes the proof.
i=i
In terms o f using the above theorem for determining a column to enter the basis, i f  any 
Ttj is positive, the corresponding slack variable can be entered into the basis. If all n  -
values are non-negative, then we assign ( -  /z-,-) as the length (guaranteed to be positive
m
since < 0 ) o f arc i, then is the length o f  chain C k. If this length is less
i=i
than a k we can use this chain to create the entering column. Following algorithm 
formalizes the above procedure.
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Step 1: initialize / to 1.
Step 2\ i f  7T, > 0, create an entering column consisting o f  all 0 ’s except in 
position i and stop.
Step 3: i f  (/ < m), i = i + 1 and go back to step 2.
Step 4\ Considering all commodities, find, if  possible, chain j  o f some
m
commodity k, such that < a k.
i= 1
m
Step 5: If no chain satisfying ^  ]aktj < a k is found in step 4, then no
/= i
entering column exists, and the current solution is an optimal one. 
Otherwise, create an entering column with the ak as the zth entry o f  the
column, for all /, 1 < i < m .  In the remaining positions, only the element 
in position (m + k) will be 1. The other elements will be 0.
We note that our algorithm does not include any step to enter the column corresponding 
to /lmax. This is due to the fact that our initial feasible solution described in section 3.3 
automatically inserts /lmax in the basis. Once Amax is in the basis, it is never a candidate 
for leaving the basis. We omit the proof that the above algorithm is valid since it 
follows immediately from theorem 3.2.
We deliberately left vague exactly how step 4 o f  the algorithm is implemented. This is 
due to the fact that we have tried a number o f  different ways to carry out this step. The 
step 4 described above gives the essential task at hand, following theorem 3.2. We now 
describe three different ways we have actually tried to find a chain satisfying the
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condition < a k . In our description we will use the Dijkstra’s method [Di59]
(=i
to find the shortest path Psd from a source node s  to a destination node d. We will also 
use the Dijkstra’s method to find the shortest paths from a source node s to all other 
nodes in the network. Note that since all arc lengths ( -  nj -values) are non-negative, it 
is valid to use Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding a shortest path spanning tree.
It is convenient to represent the shortest paths from a source node s to all other nodes in 
the network by a directed tree where we include a labeled arc e  from node x  to node y  
only if  the arc x  —► y  is part o f  the shortest path from source node s  to node y. The label 
o f arc e is the arc length. In our case we will assign -  k , as the distance o f  arc i. Each
node x  will have a label denoting the distance from s  to x  and we will refer to this label 
as dist(.v, x). We will call such a tree as the D-tree rooted at node s. To get a valid 
entering column satisfying step 4, we need a chain from s  to some node x  carrying, say
m
commodity k, satisfying the condition ^  (~x. )a* < a k. We point out that distfv, x) =
i= 1
m
if  the traffic t(s, x)  ^ 0, k is the commodity corresponding to this traffic and
<=i
Cj is the chain corresponding to the shortest path from .v to x. In other words, just by
examining the label distfv, x) o f  node x, we can readily determine whether we have an 
entering column.
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Figure 3.5 shows a logical topology o f  6 nodes, numbered 1 to 6 and arcs e\, ej, ..., e\\. 
Let the simplex multiplier vector w  be [-0.1, -0.2, -0.3, -0.5, -0.1, -0.1, -0.1, -0.4, -0.3, 
-0.4, -0.7, 0.5, 0.2], In Figure 3.5 we use -  n i as the length o f arc e,.
F ig u r e  3 .5 : 6 -n o d e  l o g ic a l  t o p o l o g y  w i t h  l a b e l e d  a r c s
I ^
Let there be two commodities K  and K  where
>  The source for K x is node 1 and the destination is node 5.
>  The source for AT2 is node 1 and the destination is node 6.
A shortest chain for K x is using the path 1 -> 3 -> 5 so that the label o f  node 3 is dist (1,
3) = 0.2, the label o f  node 5 is dist(l, 5) = 0.3. Similarly a shortest chain for K  is using
the path 1 2 -> 4 -> 6 so that the label o f  node 2 is dist(l, 2) = 0.1, the label o f  node
4 is dist (1 ,4)  = 0.2, label o f  node 6 is 0.6. The D-tree in this case is shown in Figure 
3.6.
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F ig u r e  3 .6 : D -t r e e  f o r  t w o  c o m m o d it ie s  c o n s t r u c t e d  w it h  s h o r t e s t  c h a in s
In this case, for K ](K2) the simplex multiplier ai(a 2 ) is 0.5 (0.2). For K l, the condition
m j  .
( - 7ZV)«* < a k to enter the basis is satisfied but for K  , it is not. We may readdy verify
i = l
this by checking the label o f  node 5 and node 6.
To get the entering column for K l, we proceed as follows:
1) the path from 1 to 5 is 1 -> 3 -> 5,
2) the arc 1 -> 3 is e2 the arc 3 -> 5 is e7. Therefore the first 11 entries in the 
entering column will be [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0], Since this column is 
for commodity K l, the remaining 2 entries in the entering column will be 1 
and 0 so that the entering column will be [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,0].
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Approach 1
In approach 1, we simply consider each commodity starting from commodity 1 to 
commodity q, to find the most promising entering column, i.e., the column having the
m
largest difference between a k and ^  (-7rj )ak/. The steps o f  our algorithm are as
i=i
follows:
Step 1: initialize k to 1 and let best_difference -  -1.0 and assign weight -tt,- to arc 
i, 1 < i < m .
Step 2: let s = source o f  commodity k and d = destination o f commodity k. Find, 
using Dijkstra’s algorithm, the shortest path Psj  from s to d and the 
corresponding chain. Let this be chain C *, t h e /h chain for commodity 
k.
m m
Step3: if  ^ )(i  ̂ < a k and best_difference<ak - Z  (-Xi)afj , set
M i=l
m
best__difference= a k -  ^ (-7ij )a-J , best_commodity = k and best_path —
i=1
P sd-
Step 4\ if  k < q , k  = k +  1 and go to step 2. Otherwise stop.
This algorithm basically finds the “best” entering column by identifying the commodity
m
k and the shortest chain C* for which a k -  ^  is highest. As we indicated in
i=i
the case o f  the proof for Tomlin’s approach in chapter 2, the difference between
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'i)afj for chain Cj and a k is the highest i f  the chain corresponds to the shortest
/=i
path for commodity k.
When the algorithm stops
m
>  either we don’t have any path satisfying I { - j t < a k
i= 1
>  or we have a best path PS(j and best commodity k.
In the first case we have failed to find an entering column. In the second case, we can 
readily create an entering column using the method we illustrated in theorem 3.2.
An analysis o f  our experimental results, given in chapter 4 revealed that the program 
was spending a significant amount o f  time in inverting the basis and in applying the 
Dijkstra’s algorithm. Since we repeated steps 2 -  4 for each commodity and the number 
o f  commodities is almost 0 ( N ) in a network having N  node, steps 2 - 4 are repeated 
O(N2) times. For larger networks, this means a significant overhead for finding the 
“best” entering column. To reduce the time needed for the Dijkstra’s algorithm, we 
developed our approach 2.
A p p roach  2
In approach 2, we simply take each node, consider it as a source node s and create a D- 
tree rooted at s. Then we look at all remaining nodes d, to see if  the traffic t(s, d) ^ 0 
and if  so, we look at the label o f  node d  to see if  the shortest chain for s to d  is a
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candidate for the entering column. After we examine the D-tree for node N  we get the 
most promising entering column. The steps o f  our algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: initialize s  to 1, let best_difference = -1.0 and assign -  n i to the length 
o f arc i, 1 < i  <m.
Step 2: construct the D-tree rooted at s.
Step 3: initialize d  to 1.
Step4\ i f  s * d  and t(s, d) ± 0 and label(d) < ak (where k is the commodity 
number corresponding to t(s,d)) and best_difference < a k -  labe l(d ) , set 
best__difference = a k - la b e l ( d ) ,  and best_path = Psd and best 
commodity = k.
Step 4: i f  d  < N, d  = d  + 1 and go to step 4.
Step 5: i f  s  < N, s  = s  + 1 and go to step 2.
This approach creates an entering column using the best path Psci and the best 
commodity k. Clearly, this algorithm finds the same “best” entering column as we get 
in approach 1.
The key difference between the two approaches is that, in approach 2, we create the D- 
tree only once for each node and when the root o f a D-tree is, say s, we look at all 
destinations d, 1 < d  < m before creating another D-tree with another root. The time to 
create the D-tree is, in general, comparable to the time to apply the Dijkstra’s algorithm 
to find the shortest path between two nodes.
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A p p ro a ch  3
In approach 3, we avoid creating a new D-tree as long as the current D-tree still gives a 
valid entering column. The idea is not to get the “best entering column” but to accept 
any entering column that improves the objective function. The motivation for this was 
an observation, during our experiments, that the objective function changes very slowly 
as we approach the optimum, particularly for larger networks. We developed this 
approach with the expectation that the faster we can complete one iteration, the faster 
our optimization programs will run. In approach 3 there are two phases in finding an 
entering column. In phase 1, we see if  we can avoid creating a D-tree by
>  using the D-tree created in the last iteration to create an entering column, using, 
say s,  as the start node,
>  modifying that D-tree by changing the lengths o f  arcs in the tree using the 
current values o f  the simplex multipliers n\, 712, • •., nm,
>  modifying the labels o f  each node to denote the new length o f  the path from s  to
that node using the current values o f  the simplex multipliers n\, %2 , • • • nm,
>  checking if  there exists any node d ,  in the D-tree such that the commodity 
corresponding to the traffic from 5 to d  and the chain Cj from s corresponding
m
to the path from s to d  satisfies the condition ^  )a * < a k
i=1
Phase I may not necessarily give us an entering column. If phase I fails, we start phase 
II where we revert back to the idea o f  approach 2 -  creating a new D-tree, taking, as the 
source node, the node s + 1, look for any node d ,  in the D-tree such that it satisfies the
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condition ^ (-/zv )u* < a k. One difference from approaches 1 and 2 is that, in phase II o f
1=1
this approach, we stop searching a D-tree as soon as we find a valid entering column.
In describing this approach we will use s to denote the node we used, in the last
iteration, to successfully find an entering column and will use that D-tree in phase 1
(steps 1 -  4). The steps o f  our algorithm are as follows:
Step 1 : assign -  n i to the length o f  arc i, for all i, 1 < i  < m  and re-compute the
labels o f  all nodes in the tree using the new length,
Step 2: initialize d  to 1,
Step 3: i f  ,v ^ d, t(.s, d) ^ 0 and label(</) < a*, where k is the commodity 
corresponding to t(s, d), create the entering column corresponding to the 
path from .v to d  in the Z)-tree and stop.
Step 4: i f  d  < N, d  = d + 1 and go to step 3.
Step 5: s = s + \ . If s -  N, s  = 1 . Set numlterations -  1.
Step 6: construct the D-tree rooted at s.
Step 7: initialize d  to 1.
Step 8: if  s ^ d, t{s, d) ^ 0 and labcl(</) < a*, (where k is the commodity 
corresponding to t{s, d)) create the entering column as done in approach 
1 and stop.
Step 9: i f  d  < N, d — d  + 1 and go to step 8.
Step 10: i f  numlterations = N, stop since no entering column exists. Otherwise 
numlterations — numlterations + 1.
Step 11: s = s + 1. If s = N, s = l . G o t o  step 6.
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It is important to point out that the paths we find in phase 1 o f  the above process may 
not be shortest paths since we are using the D-tree from a previous iteration. In the 
current iteration, the values o f  tij, 712, nm , and hence arc lengths, have changed. 
Therefore a chain C* corresponding to a path in the D-tree from source node s to any
node d  is still a valid chain from s to d  with distfv, d )  giving the correct path length 
from s  to d .  We have used the current simplex multipliers n 1, 7t2, ..., nm for the lengths 
o f arcs 1,2,  ..., m and the path from s  to d  is still a valid path.
3.5 Finding the leaving column
In our first implementation, we used the standard revised simplex method to find the 
variable to leave basis. For completeness we have briefly described below the algorithm 
to find the leaving column and to update the basis, given an entering column a } . We
will use B xdj { i ) to denote the /th element of  B~xdj  . Similarly we will use b(i)(bnew(i)) 
to denote the ith element o f  b(bnew). The steps o f  the algorithm are as follows:
Step 1) If dj is the column to enter to basis, calculate B xak using current basis B. 
Step 2) Set MinimumRatio -  9999.00.
Step 3) Repeat step 5 for all i, for all i, 1 < i < (m+q) such that B xak (i) > 0 .
Step 5) If MinimumRatio > b(i) / B lak ( /),  set MinimumRatio = b(i) / B xak (i) and 
leavingcolumn = i.
Step 6) Update the basis by replacing the leaving column with the entering column
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Step 7) Update the right hand side b to bnew using the following formula:
bnew( i ) = b ( i ) - d k(i)x  MinimumRatio for all/, 1 < i < ( m + q ) ,  i ^  leavingcolumn,
bnew{leavingcolumn)-MinimumRatio.
We are not including the proof for this algorithm since this is available in any standard 
text such as [BJ90]. The most time consuming process is to solve the equation
B d k = ak to compute d k . The GUB technique we reviewed in chapter 2 allows us to
significantly reduce the cost o f  this computation. The details o f  how we implemented 
the GUB is given in the next section.
3.6 Generalized Upper Bounding
In chapter two, we have indicated that the basis, a (m + q ) x ( m + q) matrix, for some m 
and q, exhibits a GUB structure, if
>  q is relatively large compared to m and
>  each column o f the last q rows has at most one nonzero entry, the nonzero entry 
being equal to 1.
In such a case, we can compute, using the GUB technique, the values o f w and d k 
where w = c bB ~ 1 and d k = B  xak without directly computing B']. In section 3.4, we 
used the simplex multiplier vector w  to find the entering column and in section 3.5 we 
used d k - B ~ xak to find the leaving column.
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We note that equation (25) gives m constraints, where m -  O(N), and equation (26) 
gives q constraints where q = 0 (N 2). Further, each column o f the last q rows (arising 
from equation 26) has exactly one nonzero element having a value o f  1 in position k 
where k is the commodity number corresponding to the chain represented in the first m 
elements. Therefore, the constraints in equation (25) and (26) satisfy the GUB structure.
In section 2.14 we have described the techniques to compute the values o f  w  and d k . 




. In each iteration o f the revised simplex algorithm, the basis is
updated, with one column leaving the basis and a new column entering the basis. Even




basis, in general, will not have the required form. We now describe how we ensure that
the requisite form B
R S 
T I
is always maintained. This part follows the approach
given in [Ch83]. We will use d[ =[d[,d'2, ...,d'm] to denote a vector o f  size m consisting
o f the first m elements from d k. Since the basis B is changing, the matrices R, S and T
are also changing at each iteration o f the algorithm. We will use Bk, Rk, Sk and 7* to 
denote the appropriate matrices relating to the basis at iteration k. Our objective in 
iteration k is to start with Rk, Sk and 1\ and computeRk+i, St+i and TVi.
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Case 1: The leaving column number h is the one o f the first m columns o f the basis 
(i.e., h <  m )  and, to update the basis, the entering column is to be inserted in the hlk 
column position o f  the basis. Since h < m,  the updating o f the basis involves only 
modifying R and T matrices, that is Rk+i and Tk+i differ from Rk and Tk only in the hth
column and the basis is still in the form B =
(Rk+i ~ S k+iTk+l) will be
Rvt+i
lk+l
. So the expression for
(RM S k+lTk+l) = (Rk - S kTk)Fk+i . ..(3 2 )
Here Fk+l is called an eta matrix [Ch83], which is o f  size m x m ,  and it has d'k vector at
position h.
Fk« =
1 0 . . .
0 1 . . .






. .  1
The proof for this is given in [Ch83].
Cases 2 and 3 are for situations where the leaving column number h is the one o f  the 
last q columns o f  the basis (i.e., m < h < m  + q) .  We will use /  to denote the leaving 
column and will use / ' ( / " )  to denote a vector consisting o f  the first (last) m(q) 
elements o f /  We will use g  to refer to a column in the basis having some properties 
that we will describe later and use g ' ( g " )  to denote a vector consisting o f  the first
(last) m(q) elements o f  g.
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C ase 2: There exists, in the basis Bk, another column g  where /"  = g ". Let the position 
o f  the column g b e h .  Clearly, h <  m . In this case, we can interchange the leaving 
column /  and the column g. Now column /  is occupying column h and we can process 
as in case 1 above.
In case 2 we obtain the new basis in two steps as follows:
>  exchange the two columns /  and g  o f  the existing basis, giving us an 
intermediate basis,
>  insert the entering column replacing the column/ to obtain the final basis.
We start with basis B
Rk sk
Tk 1 .
, update it in the first step to an intermediate basis
^/nterm idiate w h e r e  -5 jntermidia te
Rk s k+l 
7V I
and update the intermediate basis to Bn
where B ='  ’  ^  MOW
-̂ * + 1 *̂ * + 1 
T Il k +1 .
Let/ originally be the (m + /)th column o f Bk and let r denote the /th row o f Tk. If Jk+| is 
the m x m identity matrix whose hth row has been replaced by -  r , it has been proved 
[Ch 83] that
(Rk - S k+]Tk) = (Rk - S kTk)Jk+l
As in case 1, we have to use an eta matrix Fk+i to obtain the basis Bnew from T?intermjdiate. 
The eta matrix Fk+i is a m x m identity matrix whose hlh column has been replace by a
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vector z o f  m elements, where z
J M d'
J k+Xd' + eh i f  a ” = f  and e„ is the hlh column
o f the m x m identity matrix [Ch83].
Therefore (RM ~ S k+lTM ) = (Rk - S k+iTk)Fk+l = (Rk -  SkTk)Jk+lFk+] ... (33).
Case 3: No column g  o f  B satisfies g ” = f .  In this case we simply replace the leaving 
column by the entering column. In this case the following holds [Ch83]: 
RM - S M Tk+i= R k - S kT k . ..(3 4 )
To summarize, at each iteration o f the revised simplex method, we use formulae (32) -  




. At each iteration we compute the value o f (R -  ST), a matrix o f  size
m x m ,  and calculate the values o f vv and d k using the formulae we reviewed in
section 2.14.
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Chapter Four 
Experiments and Results
In chapter three, we have proposed a modification o f  Tomlin’s minimum-cost 
formulation to minimize the congestion in a logical topology. To implement our 
formulation, we have also proposed three different approaches that use Dijkstra’s 
shortest path algorithm in different ways to find an entering column. Based on these 
approaches, we have developed three different implementations to find the minimum 
value o f congestion in a logical topology, given the user’s traffic requirements in the 
form o f a traffic matrix. In this chapter, we explain how we carried out experiments to 
test our routing strategy and report the results from our experiments.
4.1 Methodology
Each o f our experiments requires a logical topology and its corresponding traffic matrix 
to develop an optimum routing strategy that may be used to give the minimum 
congestion for this logical topology. To design a logical topology we need a physical 
topology and a traffic matrix. We now describe how we generated a number o f  physical 
topologies and the corresponding traffic matrices. For each (physical topology, traffic 
matrix) pair, we generated a logical topology. To do this, we have used a program that 
was written by Min Hou [Ho2003], This program uses some heuristics to define, if  
possible, a logical topology for the supplied physical topology and traffic matrix.
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In order to generate a physical topology, we have to supply two pieces o f  information - 
the number o f end-nodes (TV) in the network and maximum number o f arcs (emax) from 
any given node to all other nodes. We have always used bi-direction physical edges
since that is normally used in real-life networks. Based on N  and emax, our program
creates a physical topology using the following steps:
Step 1: create a table T  o f  size (/V x N )  and initialize all entries with 0.
Step 2\ for each node i, 1 < i < N  repeat steps 3 and 4.
Step 3: for all arcs o f  node i repeat step 4.
Step 4: let num_edges  = ^ T ( i ,  j ) . If num_edges  = emax, stop.
1 <j<N
Step 5: i f  there is no node j  such that T(i,j) = 0, stop.
Step 6: Randomly pick a node / such that T(i, j )  = 0, and
1 <k<N
Change the values in T(i,j) and T{j, i) to 1.
Step 7: num_edges = num_edges + 1. If num_edges  = emax, stop. Otherwise go 
to step 5.
Figure 4.1 shows the table T  and the corresponding physical topology o f  a 5 node 
network generated by our program where emax, the maximum number o f outgoing arcs 
from any node, is limited to 3.
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1 2 3 4 5
1 0 1 1 1 0
2 1 0 1 0 1
3 1 1 0 0 1
4 1 0 0 0 1
5 0 1 1 1 0
4. l  (a) Physical Topology of 5 node 4. l (b ) Our  representation of physical topology
We created ( N x N )  traffic matrices using a pseudo random number generator, which 
we populated with random values between 0 and a supplied value MAXVALUE in all 
non-diagonal elements. The diagonal elements are, by definition, 0.
We carried out all the experiments on the Sun Solaris server machine and used GNU C 
Compiler (GCC) and Data Display Debugger (DDD) for writing and debugging our 
source code.
4.2 Experimental Results
We have used networks with number o f  nodes N  = 8 , 10, 14, 20 and 30. For a given 
value o f  N, we generated a number o f  physical topologies and traffic matrices. For each 
(physical topology, traffic matrix) pair, we created a logical topology for our 
experiments using Min Hou’s program [Ho2003].
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We explained in chapter three that we have implemented three different approaches, 
based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, o f  the arc-chain formulation. Table 4.2 has 
major columns -  one for each approach. For each o f  the approaches we have shown the 
average time in seconds and the average number o f iterations. To compare the three 
approaches from a slightly different perspective, we have also created table 4.3 which 
gives the speed-up in approaches 2 and 3 compared to approach 1. For example, to 
create the column for approach 2 in table 4.3, we calculated the average ratio o f  the 
execution times for different logical topologies for each value o f  N, the number o f  


























8 0.042 11 0.021 10 0.026 12
10 2.36 150 1.24 148 1.95 167
14 28.72 528 13.15 370 16.26 556
20 3777.39 8828 2753.45 7567 3204.40 8828
30
— —
10677.67 41055 18851.05 61062
F ig u r e  4 .2 : S u m m a r iz e d  d a t a  o f  t h r e e  a p p r o a c h e s
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Size of Network Average speed-up





T a b l e  4 .3 : S p e e d  o f  a p p r o a c h e s  II a n d  I II  c o m p a r e d  t o  a p p r o a c h  I
4.3 Critical Analysis of the Experiment
From the above tables, we observe that approach 2 seems to be the most efficient 
approach. The reason is that the number o f iterations in approach 2 is less that that for 
approach 3. This indicates that it is worth our effort to find the “most promising” 
entering column rather than take the first entering column that satisfies our condition. 
Our experiments establish that our programs are working properly and that we can 
handle medium sized networks quite satisfactorily.
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion and Future work
In this thesis we have given a new approach to determine the optimum routing given a 
logical topology o f  a wavelength routed WDM network. Our expectation that the arc 
chain formulation works well for this problem has been borne out by our experiments. 
To validate our program, we also coded the same problem using a node-arc formulation 
and used CPLEX to make sure that the optimized congestion values we get are indeed 
correct. Our research reported here is simply to test the validity o f  our approach and not 
to create a routing package ready for use. It is well known that the eta factorization 
technique, for updating simplex multipliers at each iteration, is very appropriate for 
fully exploiting the GUB structure [Ch83], We suggest the use o f eta factorization as 
future work in this direction. Another future area o f  research is to combine this 
technique with the problem o f finding a logical topology for further improvement in 
network congestion.
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Appendix A
Glossary of Terms
Arc-chain incidence matrix: is a ( m x N k) matrix representation o f  a network with m 
arcs vs. N k commodity chains.
Artificial Variables: If the constraint matrix is o f  form A x= b  , artificial variables are 
introduced to get a basic feasible solution.
Bandwidth: A range within a band o f  frequency or wavelengths. In other words the 
amount o f  data can be transmitted in a fixed amount o f  time. For digital devices, 
bandwidth is usually expressed as bits per second (bps) and for analog devices it is 
measured as cycles per second or Hertz.
Basis: A matrix B having the columns o f  constraints matrix A that corresponds to the 
set o f  basic variables is called basis.
Congestion: When a logical topology is established over a physical topology, the 
traffic from each source node to destination node must be routed over some lightpath. 
The aggregate traffic resulting over a lightpath is the load offered to that logical link. 
The maximum o f the traffic on a logical link in the network is called congestion.
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Generalized Upper Bounding (GUB): A matrix o f  size (m + q )x (m  + g) , for some 
number m and q, exhibits GUB structure if  q » m  and each column o f the last q rows 
has at most one non-zero entry o f  being 1.
Uightpaths: End-to-end circuit switched communications traversing one or more fibers 
and use one WDM channel per fiber.
Logical Topology: It is a set o f  end-nodes and lightpaths which connect the end-nodes. 
It is represented as a directed graph where end-nodes are the vertices and lightpaths are 
the directed arcs to connect the vertices.
Node-arc incidence matrix: It is a (N  x m) matrix representation o f  a network with N  
nodes and m arcs, where one row for each node o f  the network and one column for each 
arc.
Physical topology: It defines the physical connections among the computers in a 
network.
Refractive index: The ratio o f speed the speed o f light in vacuum to that in a metrical 
is knows as the material’s refractive index.
Simplex Multipliers: It is defined as c b B 1 where c Bis the cost vector associated with 
basis and B is the basis.
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Slack variable: The variables which are introduced to transform the inequality 
constraints to equations.
Topology: It represents the layout o f  the computers in the network and how they are 
connected with each other. There are two types o f  topology: physical and logical 
topology.
Traffic Matrix: It is a (N x  N ) matrix, where N  is the number o f  nodes in a network, 
to represent the traffic flow from source nodes to their destination nodes. The diagonal 
elements are zero in this matrix because traffic cannot flow from or to the same the 
node.
Wavelength Routed Network: Wavelength routed network consists o f  some 
wavelength-selective elements to make decision to route the wavelength o f  the signal 
from input port to output port. Each node is equipped with a set o f  transmitters and 
receivers, both o f  which may be wavelength tuneable. Wavelength routing is achieved 
by demultiplexing the different wavelengths from each input port and then multiplexing 
signals at each output port.
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Notation Table
Appendix B
No Notation Description of the notations
1 n0, nn n2 Refractive indexes air, core, cladding
2 s,J An input signal at wavelength i on port j
3 G = (V,E) Graph with set o f  vertices V and set o f  arcs E
4 s, d Source and destination for a commodity
5 Gl=(Vl,E l ) Logical topology graph with is the set o f  end-nodes Vl and 
set o f  logical links i~$j El
6 N Number nodes in a network.
7 m Number directed arcs
8 t(i,j) Traffic matrix and t (i, j)  is the amount o f traffic from /->/
9 Osd
4
Traffic from s to d  routed using the lightpath i~ ĵ
10 m̂ax Congestion in the logical topology.
11 C2, • * Cost coefficients in the objective function
12 ■̂1 > •*•2, • • • - j Xn Decision variables in a LP
13 Z Objective function with n decision variables.
14 mc Number o f  constraints
15 A Constraints matrix
16 b i Right hand side o f  zth linear constraints
17 4 Slack variables
18 aj /  column o f matrix A
19 Xa ith artificial variables.
20 Xu Vector o f  non-basic variables
21 Xb Vector o f  basic variables
22 B Basis
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23 Vector o f  cost co-efficients for basic variables
24 w Vector o f simplex multipliers.
25 d k A vector where d k = B~'a k
26 b Basic feasible solution
27 ^min Minimum value in the ratio test
28 Br Index o f  the variables corresponding to rmm
29 a Br Leaving column.
30 Uy/  Uj Capacity on arc /'->/' /  capacity on arc i
31 Xjj Flow on arc i~ > j
32 X Flow vector x = [xy]
33 V the value o f flow for a single commodity
34 r, Supply/demand vector for node i
35 c u Cost per unit flow on arc i~$j
36 Ce Cost per unit flow (used in Tomlin’s arc-chain 
formulation)
37 K ‘ Commodity number where 1 <  i  <  q
38 n number o f  decision variables
39 q Number o f commodities
40 A Arc-chain incidence matrix
40 Nk Number o f chains for the klh commodity.
41 C kj / h chain for the £ th commodity
42 Na Node-arc matrix
43 x* Flow on arc ; - > /  for commodity k
44 x i Flow on the ith chain for commodity k
45 d k Cost vector for commodity k
46 di Required flow for z'th commodity
47 b k Supply vector for commodity k
48 e k A vector o f  (l,l, • • • l) with Nk entries
49 7Ti Simplex multipliers where /= 1 , . . . m  in Tomlin’s formula
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50 ai Simples multipliers wherej = \ , . . . q  in Tomlin’s approach
51 Ac Columns o f  chain in arc-chain matrix
53 c' Cost vector with the first m entries.
54
C B
Cost vector o f  the last q entries.
55 w' Simplex multipliers with the first m entries
56 w" Simplex multipliers with the last q entries.
57 R Matrix o f  size (m x in GUB structure
58 S Matrix o f  size (m x #) in GUB structure
59 T Matrix o f  size ici x m ) in GUB structure
60 a'k The first entries m entries in entering column
61 K The last q entries in entering column
62 d\ The first m entries in vector k where k ~ ^
63 d i The last q entries in vector k where k ~ ^ ®k
64 Eta matrix o f  size x
65 Jk+l Identity matrix o f  size m̂ x whose ith row is the
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Appendix C
Raw data
Data Table for 8-nodes Network
Logical
Topology





-̂max T im e^)
sec
logical_top_8_l 1 64.00 0.08 64.00 0.01 64.00 0.01
logical_top_8_21 64.00 0.09 64.00 0.01 64.00 0.01
logical__top_8_31 64.00 0.08 64.00 0.01 64.00 0.01
logical_top_8_41 64.00 0.08 64.00 0.01 64.00 0.01
logical_top_8_51 64.00 0.08 64.00 0.01 64.00 0.01
logical_top_8_l 2 64.67 0.07 64.00 0.01 64.67 0.01
logical_top_8_22 64.67 0.03 64.67 0.02 64.67 0.02
logical_top_8_3 2 64.67 0.04 64.67 0.02 64.67 0.03
logical_top_8_42 64.67 0.06 64.67 0.02 64.67 0.02
logical_top_8_52 64.67 0.07 64.67 0.01 64.67 0.04
logical_top_8_l 3 60.86 0.04 64.67 0.05 60.86 0.05
logical_top_8_23 60.86 0.05 60.86 0.05 60.86 0.07
logical_top_8_3 3 60.86 0.09 60.86 0.04 60.86 0.01
logical_top_8_43 60.86 0.09 60.86 0.04 60.86 0.01
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logical_top_8_5 3 60.86 0.09 60.86 0.05 60.86 0.05
logical_top_8_l 4 57.00 0.09 60.86 0.02 57.00 0.02
logical_top_8_24 57.00 0.09 57.00 0.02 57.00 0.02
logical__top_8_34 57.00 0.09 57.00 0.03 57.00 0.01
logical_top_8_44 57.00 0.09 57.00 0.03 57.00 0.04
logical_top_8_54 57.00 0.09 57.00 0.02 57.00 0.01
logical_top_8_l 5 71.00 0.09 57.00 0.02 71.00 0.03
logical_top_8_25 71.00 0.09 71.00 0.01 71.00 0.01
logical_top_8_3 5 71.00 0.09 71.00 0.02 71.00 0.03
logical_top_8_45 71.00 0.09 71.00 0.01 71.00 0.03
logical_top_8_55 71.00 0.09 71.00 0.02 71.00 0.01
Data Table for 10-nodes Network






7ina\ T im e^)
sec
logical_top_l 0_11 78.73 2.35 78.73 1.43 78.73 1.48
logical_top_l 0_21 84.43 1.81 84.43 0.5 84.43 1.06
logical_top_l 0_31 82.75 1.64 82.75 0.67 82.75 1.75
logical_top_l 0_41 85.00 2.18 85.00 0.68 85.00 2.03
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logical_top_l 0_51 84.43 1.85 84.43 0.76 84.43 1.09
logical_top_l 0_12 79.43 1.79 79.43 1.08 79.43 1.07
logical_top_l 0_22 79.43 2.03 79.43 1.47 79.43 1.76
logical_top_l 0_3 2 73.23 2.04 73.23 1.63 73.23 1.86
logical_top_l 0_42 72.57 1.81 72.57 0.66 72.57 1.06
logical_top_l 0_52 71.31 2.01 71.31 1.68 71.31 1.79
logical_top_l 0_13 73.23 2.83 73.23 1.40 73.23 2.09
logical_top_l 0_23 72.57 4.49 72.57 2.67 72.57 2.06
logical__top_l 0_3 3 71.31 4.23 71.31 3.63 71.31 4.07
logical_top_l 0_43 80.14 3.02 80.14 1.66 80.14 2.56
logical_top_l 0_53 72.57 4.18 72.57 2.68 72.57 3.06
logical_top_l 0_14 77.42 3.36 77.42 1.76 77.42 2.06
logical_top_l 0_24 80.29 3.37 80.29 1.67 80.29 1.73
logical_top_l 0_34 80.42 4.29 80.42 2.63 80.42 2.83
logical_top_l 0_44 80.42 4.03 80.42 2.66 80.42 2.76
logical_top_l 0_54 77.42 3.40 77.42 1.68 77.42 2.07
logical_top_l 0_15 69.15 4.63 69.15 1.76 69.15 2.06
logical_top_l 0_25 69.15 4.64 69.15 2.67 69.15 2.06
logical_top_l 0_3 5 69.15 4.65 69.15 2.63 69.15 2.86
logical_top_l 0_45 69.15 4.64 69.15 2.86 69.15 3.09
logical_top_l 0_55 69.15 4.65 69.15 1.68 69.15 3.09
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Data Table for 14-nodes Network







logical_top_14_l 1 59.89 32.18 59.89 15.63 59.89 20.16
logical_top_l 4_21 62.25 24.55 62.25 14.67 62.25 19.01
logical_top_l 4_31 59.89 32.06 59.89 14.57 59.89 20.07
logical_Jop_l 4_41 59.89 33.84 59.89 15.02 59.89 20.33
logical_top_l 4_51 59.89 33.54 59.89 14.83 59.89 20.05
logical_top_l 4_12 72.00 14.79 72.00 8.64 72.00 8.73
logical__top_l 4_22 72.00 14.86 72.00 8.92 72.00 9.03
logical_top_l 4_32 72.00 14.85 72.00 7.64 72.00 8.53
logical_top_l 4__42 72.00 14.89 72.00 8.01 72.00 9.23
logical_top_l 4_52 72.00 14.94 72.00 8.33 72.00 9.77
logical_top_l 4_13 58.09 37.54 58.09 17.44 58.09 23.43
logical_top_l 4_2 3 59.73 33.93 59.73 16.31 59.73 19.77
logical_top_l 4_33 54.65 44.65 54.65 23.43 54.65 25.34
logical_top_l 4_43 54.65 44.75 54.65 23.82 54.65 25.75
logical_top_l 4_5 3 54.65 44.91 54.65 22.88 54.65 25.79
logical_top_l 4_14 64.06 22.46 64.06 12.47 64.06 15.63
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logical_top_l 4_24 64.06 21.70 64.06 13.75 64.06 15.90
logical__top_l 4_34 64.06 22.67 64.06 13.53 64.06 15.83
logical_top__l 4_44 64.06 22.50 64.06 13.45 64.06 15.76
logical_top_l 4_54 64.06 22.62 64.06 13.43 64.06 15.77
logical_top_l 4_15 64.31 14.82 64.31 8.22 64.31 10.45
logical_top_l 4_25 64.31 16.79 64.31 9.13 64.31 11.15
logical_top_l 4_3 5 64.31 14.85 64.31 7.02 64.31 10.89
logical_top__l 4_45 64.31 15.07 64.31 7.47 64.31 10.93
logical_top_l 4_5 5 64.31 14.85 64.31 8.01 64.31 10.81
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